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Education Network 
 

Partnership For Captioning & Transcription  
 

 

Verbit’s AI-powered technology recognizes course-specific terms, various accents and dialects and differentiates among 

speakers for unparalleled accuracy. With Verbit, you can empower your students to achieve better academic results 

with equal access to course content, events and experiences. Verbit can help to support you in your need to adhere to 

today’s regulations, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Rehabilitation Act requirements.  

 

Verbit takes captioning and transcription one step  
above with interactive features: 
 

Search  Customize  Connect 

The ability to search within  

a transcript to find specific terms 

to enhance studying and 

referencing  

The capability to pre-upload specific, 

niche words and terms  

to improve transcript and captioning 

accuracy  

Offering increased equity,  

plus higher engagement with students to 

boost comprehension and retention  

 

 

Verbit’s solution is: 

COST EFFECTIVE: Automation enables up to 50% cost reduction over manual efforts  

ACCURATE: Self-learning algorithms that continuously optimize to reach the highest accuracy levels   

FAST: Artificial and human intelligence that deliver results 10x faster in many cases  

EASY: Simple, intuitive platform allows users to upload and download files in various formats  

CUSTOMIZED: Seamless integrations with all major LMS and video hosting platforms  

 



   
 

   
 

What other Verbit customers are saying:  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Verbit’s integrations, partners and customers include:  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Verbit’s solution takes me about 1/10th to 1/20th of the time as the other captioning 
products that we used. Every type of student, regardless of their disability, I've been 
able to get up and running in 15 minutes.”  
 

- Suzanne Delahanty, M.Ed; M.Psy, Alternative Media & Assistive Technology 
Specialist, Crafton Hills College  

 

“We consider video captions to be an essential part of an inclusive classroom 
experience, and we have found a partner in Verbit that allows us to quickly and easily 
caption videos across a variety of platforms.”  
 

- Christopher Phillips, Electronic and Information Technology Accessibility 
Coordinator, Utah State University 

 

Verbit has emerged as the leader in the $30B transcription industry. The company and its team members are 

pushing access and inclusion efforts forward at 3,000+ institutions and businesses. With a suite of voice AI-based 

solutions, simple integrations and the largest professional captioner workforce in the world, Verbit makes 

delivering access to students easier than ever before. Institutions around the globe are now making their content, 

events and experiences more engaging and equitable to their communities. Plus, they’re not only able to receive 

support in meeting accessibility guidelines but are seeing results in making their information searchable and 

actionable for everyone. Start using Verbit’s unmatched captioning, transcription and audio description today, 

which can be tailored to meet your needs. 

https://verbit.ai/

